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ABSTRACT 
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Title : Analyzing Slip of the Tongue in Classroom Conversation at 

the Second Semester of English Education Department 

Consultant I : Dr.Kamsinah, M.Pd.I. 

Consultant II : Dahniar, S. Pd. M. Pd.  

 

Communication is a vital necessity in human life. A slip of pronunciation 

often occurs when a person communicates with others. This thesis is entitled 

Analyzing Slip of the Tongue in Classroom Conversation at the Second 

Semester of English Education Department. This research was aimed to identify 

the kinds of slip tongue appearing in the students’ utterance and to investigate the 

most influential factors affecting students in falling on slip of the tongue when 

they conduct classroom conversation.     

 This research applied qualitative descriptive method which used 

description and explanation to the data of the research. In this research, the 

researcher used a video as the result from recording which was taken from the 

process of Classroom Conversation at the second semester of English Education 

department. Following this, the video was transcribed into a transcription which 

contained inappropriate utterances.       

 As the finding of this research, it is concluded into two points. First, there 

are six types of slips of the tongue proposed by Fromkin namely anticipation, 

perseveration, transposition, substitution, addition, and omission. However, only 

four of them were experienced by the students at the second semester of English 

Education department. They are transposition, substitution, addition, and 

omission. Substitution was dominantly occurred than the other types. Second, 

according to Claudya (2015) in her thesis entitled Slips of the Tongue of News 

Anchor, there are four influential factors affecting slip of the tongue. They are 

nervous, less of knowledge, habit in speaking and limited time in speaking.  

Based on the result of data analysis from the questionnaire and another 

supporting data such as the result of data analysis from the recording, it can be 

concluded that the most influential factors affecting students at the second 

semester of English Education department falling in slip of the tongue when 

conducted classroom conversation are nervous and limited time given in speaking. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Background           

   Language is very important in human life interaction. People need 

language for communication with others. By using language people can also 

express their ideas and feeling. Most people from different countries and nations 

speak language. Furthermore, many scientific studies such as education, science, 

religion, technology, commerce or politic are written in a certain language.   

  There are many languages used in the world. English language is one of 

the language varieties which has been known as an international language. This 

language is used all over the world. However, English language is the foreign 

language for Indonesian people because it is not their first tongue. Moreover, it is 

the first foreign language taught as a compulsory subject in elementary school, 

junior high school, senior high school and university in Indonesia. English has 

been taught by the teacher since the fourth grade of the elementary school up to 

university to improve students’ English skills.       

  In learning language, there are four skills that should be mastered by 

students, such as listening, speaking, reading and writing. These four skills should 

be involved by teacher in process of teaching and learning process in the 

classroom. Harmer (2003 : 131) stated listening and reading refers to receptive 

skills while productive skills are writing and speaking.     

   Robert Lado (1976 : 143) speaking is the same as oral interaction which 

are conventional ways of information and expressing  ideas. Speaking is not only 
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used to communicate with other people but we can get new information, share our 

ideas with other. Language just processed by human to interact each other. 

Communication can be done at least by two people; speaker and hearer. The 

hearers must listen and understand what speakers say, then giving responses.  

   In addition, Trigan (1982 : 15) stated that speaking is the ability to 

pronounce articulation of sounds or words for expressing, stating and conveying 

thought, ideas, or feeling. The object of speaking are various; discussion, speech, 

debate, dialog, and conversation. Therefore, speaking can be considered as the 

most important of human tool for social control.            

   Viewing from its usage, R. Jack (2008 : 21) stated that the function of 

speaking can be categorized in some versions. One of them is speaking as 

interaction. It deals with the social function of language. People meet to exchange 

greeting, small talk, recount recent experience, and so on because they want to be 

friendly and founding comfortable relation with others. People need a specific 

skill involved in using talk as interaction, the skill are at least; opening and 

closing conversations, choosing topics, making small-talk, joking, recounting 

personal incidents and experiences, turn-taking, using adjacency pairs,  

interrupting, reacting to others, and using an appropriate style of. Mastering the 

whole skill of interaction skill may could be difficult for the students.  

  In conducting conversation by using English, there are still many problems 

that are faced by the students. Feeling nervous and anxious which lead to an error 

in speaking can be found not only when a person speaks in front of many people 

but also when he or she speaks with another person. Those feeling are related to a 

https://www.blogger.com/null
https://www.blogger.com/null
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mental process when people want to produce speech or sentence. There are two 

kinds to name those mental processes when people saying, namely: hesitation 

(pauses) and errors. Talking about speech, it is realized that there is relationship 

between speech and slip of the tongue because slip of the tongue is one of the type 

of speech errors. It is normal for Indonesian learners to make errors in their 

conversations process since English is a foreign language not a native language.  

  Based on the researcher’s observation at the classroom conversation on the 

seventh of  November in 2017, it was found that some of the students who 

conducted classroom conversation making slip tongue. For instance, Mr. R, one of 

the student, intended to say thinking out of the box, but he just said thinking of the 

box.            

  In contrary, Islam has commanded us to avoid error in speaking. It has 

been showed in Q.S. An-Nisa : 9. 

“Therefore, serve Allah and speak to other human being with the right talking (to 

avoid misunderstanding).”  (Q.S. An-Nisa:9) 

Based on the given verse, the speakers are strongly recommended to speak 

without making error to avoid misunderstanding. Slip of the tongue might be 

avoided by the speakers if they  know the influential factors behind the error of 

their speech. However, the causes behind this error has not been clearly known 

yet.            

  The factors affecting why slip tongue is experienced by the students have 

not been understood yet. Therefore, the researcher is interested in conducting 

research about  Analyzing Slip of the Tongue in Classroom Conversation. 
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B. Research Problem  

This study focuses on how the slip of the tongue appear in the students’ 

utterance at the second semester of English Education department. Hence, the 

research problems proposed are: 

1. What types of the tongue slips are found in the students’ utterances when   

      they conduct classroom conversation? 

2.  What are the most influential factors affecting the students falling on slip 

of the tongue? 

C. Research Objectives 

 Based on the research problem, the objectives of this research are: 

1. To describe the kinds of slip tongue appearing in the students’ utterance 

when they conduct classroom conversation. 

2. To uncover the most influential factors affecting students in falling on slip 

of the tongue. 

D. Research Significance 

     The significances of the study are to give contribution both theoretically and 

practically toward speech production especially slip of the tongue. 

1. Theoretical Significance       

  Theoretically, the findings of this research were expected to be the 

theoretical references and alternative information for the further research on 

speech production and slip of the tongue.  
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2. Practical Significance   

a.  For Students     

            This research is supposed to give comprehensive description on types of 

slips of tongue through the students at the second semester of English Education 

department. 

b.  For Teachers 

           Practically, it is expected that the result of this research will give 

information to the teacher about the speech error that sometimes done by the 

students in the classroom conversation. Thus, teachers will apply a material in 

case to decrease the students’ speech error in improving students’ language skill, 

specially in speaking. 

c.  For Next Researchers                         

 The finding of this research is expected to be a valuable information and 

reference for the next researchers who will conduct a reserach about speech error, 

specifically in slip of the tongue.  

E. Research Scope 

    The limitation of problem in this research is only focused on analyzing the 

types of slip of the tongue proposed by Fromkin (1973) consisted of  Anticipation, 

Preservation, Transpositions, Substitutions, addition, and Ommission which are 

produced by the students at the second semester of  English Education 

department.           

   In addition, the researcher analyzed the most influential factor affecting 

them in falling on slip of the tongue based on the result of a research proposed by  
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Claudya (2015) in her thesis entitled Slips of the Tongue of News Anchor, there 

are four influential factors affecting slip of the tongue. They are nervous, less of 

knowledge, habit in speaking and limited time given in speaking. 

F.  Operational Definition of Terms 

  Based on the concepts in this research, there are two terms that must be 

clarified to avoid misunderstanding toward he tittle of this research. They are slip 

of the tongue, and classroom conversation.   

1.    Analyzing 

  Analyzing is a common term used dominantly in academic field. It is the 

kind of an uncovering process to identify carefully the causes, the key factors and 

the possible results toward a case or a problem which is needed to be analyzed. 

Moreover, it is also as an effort to observe a problem specifically by explaining its 

component to be uncovered to find the solution of a certain problem.     

2. Slip of the Tongue 

            Slips of the tongue is a type of speech error. When we are formulating a 

sentence, we start at the word meaning level. Then we start to represent the 

sentence at the sound level. When we are preparing to say words, we activate the 

sound of the words that we want to say. At the same time, a similar sound is 

activated and said inistead of the correct sound. For example, red flowers becomes 

fled rower. It is one of the example of some kinds of slip of the tongue.  

3.  Classroom Conversation                 

Classroom conversation is the type of interactional speaking that is 

conducted by the teacher and the students in the classroom in which the students 
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will speak after the teacher gives chance. The students’ arguments are based on 

the topic of the question from the teacher. The teacher’s role is as an initiator and 

the students are the responders. The teacher always initiates the conversation and 

the students will give response or answer what the teacher asks. Moreover, the 

student will not speak if the teacher does not give permission. The class is fully 

guided by the teacher. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

A.  Some Previous Research Findings                         

   There are some previous researchers that related to this research. They are 

intended to provide some theoretical concepts which could support this research. 

The discussion is presented clearly under the following sub heading.  

    Claudya (2015) conducted a research entitled Slips of  Tongue of News 

Anchor. She concerned of slips of tongue that happened during shooting on the 

TV series. The result of the analysis reports that not all of the types of slips of 

tongue are made by the News Anchor in the compilation videos. Only six out of 

eight types of slips of tongue found. The context supported the slips are nervous, 

less of knowledge, habit in speaking and limited time given in speaking.     

   Asrofi (2016) observed about Slip of Tongue Produced by Prabowo in 

Constitutional Court. He took the data by watching video. Asrofi concluded that 

Prabowo produced many slip of the tongue. There are four types of the slip of the 

tongue produced by Prabowo (word exchange, word substitution, misderivation 

and phoneme deletion). Moreover, substitution is the most common slip with the 

total 6 slip of the tongue.  

   Warren (1986) observed about Slips of Tongue through Young Children. 

His research has investigated the difference in the frequency with which adult and 

young children make slips of tongue. The slips analyses were taken from two 

corpora of speeches. The first consists of the speech of one child in interaction 

with her mother. The second consists of the speech of eight children in interaction 
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with their teacher. The result stated that young children make significantly fewer 

slips tongue than do adults.        

   Rahmah (2005) also observed about The Slips of Tongue on News 

Presenters of Liputan 6 Surya Citra Televisi (SCTV). She focused on the slips of 

tongue as the part of speech errors. She classified the slips of tongue which were 

found in Liputan 6 SCTV into six categories, they were anticipation, deletion, 

addition, blend, shift and substitution. The result stated that slips of tongue on 

news presenters of Liputan 6 SCTV mostly used reversals/exchange, preservation, 

and blend.          

   Based on the previous study that is conducted by Claudya and Rahmah, 

they conducted their research by watching TV and video. Both of the researchers 

conducted their research indirectly through watching TV and video.  Whereas, the 

researcher prefers to conduct research directly in different use of media to 

investigate the variety of slip of the tongue experienced by the students. Finally, 

slip of the tongue in classroom conversation is the appropriate object of this 

research. 

A. Some Partinient Ideas 

1. Language Production 

a. Definition of Language Production 

            Language production is the production of spoken or written language. It 

describes all of the stages between having a concept and translating that concept 

into linguistic form. Dennett, D. (1987 : 76) stated that language production 

means the production of spoken or written language. It describes all of the stages 
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between having a concept, and translating that concept into language form 

(spoken). Someone can produce the language when they have an idea she or he 

puts into words and utterances, then someone else hears the sound, recognize the 

words, and understand the speaker’s intend. 

               David McNeil (1990 : 68) argued that we sometimes still make some 

mistakes while we want to produce the language in our mind. Some people argued 

that speech production is more difficult than speech comprehension. When we 

produce language, we experience language production . Moreover, the mental 

process happens when we are speaking, listening, understanding, and 

remembering something.      

b.  The Stages of Producing Language           

    David McNeil stated that the event cycle in the creation of language 

consist of  the form of language.  

 1) Message                  

2) Encode message into linguistic for                

3) Encode linguistics form into speech      

4) Sound goes from speaker’s mouth the hearer’s ear (auditory system)          

5) Speech is decoded into linguistics form 

c.  The Tools of Producing Language      

  The study of how human beings produce language is called Articulatory 

Phonetics. Talk about language production, certainly we know that we speak in 

language by producing the sound which have meaning The tolls of produce sound 
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are called speech organs. According to Dennett (1987) there are three kinds of 

speech organs, they are: (1) Initiator (2) Phonator (3) Articulator.    

      1)  Initiator        

 According to Giegerich (1992) the initiation process is the moment when 

the air is expelled from the lungs. In English, speech sounds are the result of “a 

pulmonic egressive air stream” although that is not the case in all languages 

(ingressive sounds). Dennet (1987) stated that initiator is the speech organ that 

sets the air into motion for the production of speech sound; the main initiator is 

the lungs, because most speech sounds are produced by pulmonic ai 

      2)  Phonator         

  Tietze (2004) stated that phonation process is  an airstream formed 

in the lungs passes into the trachea and finally into the larynx, which is situated on 

top of the trachea. According to Dennet (1987) phonator refers to the vocal cords 

in the larynx, which are used to produce speech sound called ‘voice’ The vocal 

cords are two elastic membranes situated horizontally in the larynx which can be 

made to assume various positions              

      3)   Articulator                

   Ogden (2009) argued that articulatory phonetics refers to the “aspects of 

phonetics which looks at how the sounds of speech are made with the organs of 

the vocal tract . Dennet 9 1987)   also stated that the speech organs that are used to 

obstruct the out-going air in the production of speech sound are called 

‘articulators’. There are two kinds of articulators; they are movable and 

unmovable articulators. The movable articulators are, for instance, the lips, the 
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tongue, the uvula, and the vocal cords. While the unmovable articulators are, for 

instance the teeth, the teeth ridge, and the hard palate. 

d. The Way of Producing Language 

The main thing to produce the speech sound is oxygen. It’s impossible if 

we don’t have oxygen, we will not breathe and it means we are death. As a 

student who get a language as the main study object, we have to know that how 

the language is produced. Generally, producing language is concerned with the 

transformation of aerodynamic energy into acoustics energy. Aerodynamic energy 

refers to the airflow through the vocal tract. In vocal tract does kinetic form, it 

produces air pressure that can be represented as sound waves. According to 

Dennett (1987 : 174) the ways of producing language are : 

1) The brain process the message that we will say 

  Message can be got from the other speaker (bottom up), and can be got 

from our self/our main (top down). 

2) The speech organs produce the sound 

            Oxygen is main thing to produce the speech sound. It can be explained that 

we need oxygen to breath every time to biological needs. When we breathe 

restfully, the air goes in and out uninterruptedly, there is no speech sound is 

produced. Speech sound produced only when there are some interruptions of the 

out-going air. 

e. The Series of Producing Language  

1) The lung takes in air through nose, 

2) The lung restrains air to take out through nose 
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3)  When the lung is restraining air to take out through nose, the articulators 

work to make certain sound that we want to sound (the process of the working 

articulators to produce the certain speech sound is explained in “phonology” 

4) After the articulators produce the sound, the lung take out air through nose, 

then back to the first step. 

f. The Aspect of Producing Language 

Fluency is the aspect in producing language. It can be defined in part by 

prosody, which is shown by a smooth intonation contour, and a number of other 

elements: control of speech rate, relative timing of stressed and unstressed 

syllables, changes in amplitude, and changes in fundamental frequency. 

Language is an instrument to stimulate our mind. For the first time, it has 

born as an action from which is used to produce the srong feeling unconsciously. 

This feeling handled by the brain and produced the language. Language 

production refers to the process involved in creating and expressing meaning 

through language.          

 There are two insights into the production process. The first is it 

demonstrates that speakers are constantly self-editing. The second is it suggests 

that speakers are intuitively sensitive to what stage of production process went 

awry, if indeed a mistake was made.  

2. Speech Error 

  Speech errors are made by speakers unintentionally. They happen in 

everyday speaking. In formulation speech, we are often influenced by the sound 

system of language. Speech errors occure only frequently, but they provide us 
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with important information on how our brain operates.    

  Scovel (2005 : 32) stated that speech errors allow to us to peek in on the 

production process because we know what the speaker intended to say, but the 

unintentional mistake freezes the production process momentarily and catches the 

linguistic mechanism in one instance of production. In formulation speech, we are 

often influenced by the sound system of language. For example, big and fat--- pig 

and fat; fill the pool---fool the pill.       

  A spoonerism is an error in speech or deliberate play on words in which 

corresponding consonants, vowels or morphemes are switched between two words 

in a phrase. e.g.: “The Lord is shoving leopard” instead of “The Lord is a loving 

shepherd”.  

3. Slip of the Tongue 

Slips of the tongue is the scientific study of speech errors, commonly 

called slips of the tongue or tongue-slips, can provide useful clues to the processes 

of language production: they can tell us where a speaker stops to think. S.Pit 

Corder, a pioneer in the field of Second Language Acquisition (SLA) classified 

these slips of the tounge and the pen as mistakes. Maddieson stated that analysis 

of speech errors has found that not all are random, but rather systematic and fall 

into several categories. One can categorize the majority of slips into six basict 

ypes proposed by Fromkin (1973). For each we shall give a sample target (T), 

which is the utterance intended, and a possible slip (S), which might be said in 

place of what was intended. Furthermore, the explanation of the types of slip of 

the tongue will be explained below: 
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a.  Anticipation 

According to Fromkin (in Carroll 1999: 190) Anticipations occur when a 

later segment takes the place of an earlier one. They differ from shifts in that the 

segment that intrudes on another also remains in its correct location and thus is 

used twice. 

For example: 

- T: Take my bike → S: bake my bike 

- T: Also share      → S: Alsho share 

Consider anticipations, for example take my bike becomes bake my bike, 

the speaker intended to say take my bike, but said instead bake my bike, 

“anticipating” the sound /b/ at the beginning of bike in his pronunciation of take, 

(the arrow means “was mispronounced as”). In this example take is said to be the 

target word, and bike is said to be the origin of the error (since that is where the b 

came from). According to Fromkin 1973 (in Clark, 1977: 274) anticipations the 

tongue-slip comes before the origin. 

b. Perseverations 

According to Fromkin (in Carroll 1999: 193) perseverations occur when 

an earlier segment replaces a later item. 

For example: 

- T: He pulled a tantrum → pulled a pantrum 

- John gave the boy a ball → John gave the goy a ball. 

The speaker intends to say ‘pulled a tantrum,  but he said instead ‘pulled a 

pantrum, the speaker has Perseveration the sound /p/ at the beginning of ‘pulled’ 
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in his pronunciation of ‘tantrum’. In this example ‘pulled’ is said to be the target 

word and ‘tantrum’ is said to be the origin of the error since that is where the 

sound /p/ of ‘pulled’ came after the origin (“tantrum” -“pantrum”) (an earlier 

segment that is ‘pulled’ replaces a later item). 

c. Transposition 

According to Fromkin (in Carroll 1999: 196), Exchanges are, in effect, 

double shifts, in which two linguistic units exchange places. 

For example: T: Black bear back  → S: Black back bear  

d. Substitutions 

According to Fromkin (in Carroll 1999: 198) Substitutions occur when one 

segment is replaced by another segment.  

For example: 

T: Big fat → S: Big bat  

         Fromkin 1973 (in Clark, 1987: 196) states that in word substitutions, the 

speaker produces a word that is wrong, but typically related either semantically 

or phonologically to the intended word. Slips of the tongue also tell us a great deal 

about the structure and organization of the mental dictionary. 

e. Addition 

According to Fromkin (1971) cited in Carroll (1999: 197), Additions add 

linguistic material. 

For example: 

  T: I didn’t explain this carefully enough 

  S: I didn’t explain this clarefully enough. 
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Based on the example above, we can see that in the statement “I didn’t explain 

this clarefully enough” there is an addition the soun /l/ in the word “clarefully” It 

is supposed to say the word “carefully”. 

f. Ommission 

According to Fromkin (1971) cited in Carroll 1999: 193-194), Deletion 

leave something out. 

For example: 

T: I’ll just get up and mutter unintelligibly 

S: I’ll just get up and mutter intelligibly 

Based on the example above, we can see in the statement “I’ll just get up 

and mutter intelligibly” there is a deletion occurs, in this case is deletion of the 

prefix “un” in word “intelligibly”. So, it is supposed to say “I’ll just get up and 

mutter unintelligibly”. 

  Slip of the tongue occurs because there are some factors affecting this 

error. According to Claudya (2015) in her thesis entitled Slips of the Tongue of 

News Anchor, there are several influential factors affecting slip of the tongue. 

They are nervous, prior knowledge, habit in speaking and limited time given for 

speaking. Those factors has explained as follow. 

1. Nervous is an unstabil emotional that can affect the activity doing at the 

time. This psychological condition might be the cause of the slip f the 

tongue.  A speaker who gets nervous in speaking will experience more slip 

of the tongue than the speaker who are comfortable and enjoyable in 

speaking. Moreover, when a speaker in a nervous condition it will bother 
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their brain to find and to produce the right sentence because her/his focus 

is bothered by her/his psychological condition.  

2. Less of knowledge also might be the factor that influences Slip of the 

tongue. Basically, human beings sometimes making mistake because they 

do not know what is the right  one. Therefore, the speaker who has more 

prior knowledge about the pronunciation has lower possibility falling in 

Slip of the Tongue than the speaker who does not have prior knowledge 

about the right pronunciation of the word uttered. 

3. Habit or style in speaking enables the speaker falling on Slip of the 

Tongue. The speaker who speaks fast in their daily life will get more 

possibility falling in slip of the tongue than the speaker who speaks slowly. 

Sometimes, if a  sentence, a phrase and a word uttered very fast, there will 

be missed letter, ,missed word or phrase in speaking. 

4. The limited time given to the speaker will make them fall in slip of the 

tongue because they always think that the time given will be over. She/he 

can not focus on what is the  next point that she must utter. The speaker’s 

focus in speaking is bothered by the given statement about the limitation of 

the time which has been given to her/him. 

4. Classroom Interaction 

a. Definition of Classroom Interaction 

   Mateja Dagarin stated that Classroom Interaction is a practice that 

enhances the development of the two very important language skills which are 

speaking and listening among the  
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learners. This device helps the learner to be competent enough to think critically 

and share their views among their peers. 

b. Objectives of Classroom Interaction 

According to Mateja Dagarin (2004), the objectives of classroom 

conversation are : 

1) Helps the learners to identify their own learning methods. 

2)   Guide the learners to communicate with their peers easily and will give   

       the man exposure to the vase genres of language learning. 

3)   Help the learner to come face to face with the various types of interaction  

       that can take place inside the classroom. 

4) Classroom Interaction aims at meaningful communication among the 

students in their target language. 

5)    This practice will help the teacher to have a detailed study of the nature  

        and thefrequency of student interaction inside the classroom. 

c.   Types of Classroom Interaction                            

         Mateja Dagarin (2004) stated that classroom interaction can be categorized 

into three main headings : (1) Collaborative Learning (2) Interactive Session (3) 

Conversation with Learners. Those of  them were explained by Mateja Dagarin in 

the following explanation. 

1)   Collaborative Learning 

Collaborative learning is a method of teaching and learning in which the 

students team together to explore a significant question or create a meaningful 

project. A group of students discussing a lecture or students from different schools 
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working together over the Internet on a shared assignment are both examples of 

collaborative learning. In order to create an environment in which cooperative 

learning can take place, three things are necessary. First, students need to feel 

safe, but also challenged. Second, groups need to be small enough that everyone 

can contribute. Third, the task students work together on must be clearly defined. 

2) Interactive Sessions (Question and Answer)      

  Question and-answer is a traditional form of classroom interaction in 

which a teacher or student explains and poses a question for the other. Questions 

asked by the teacher are usually for the purpose of assessment, while questions 

asked by the students are usually for obtaining new information. The Socratic’s 

method is also a form of question-and-answer interaction. The Socratic method is 

a form of asking questions with the intent of leading students to discover the 

answer themselves. Question-and-answer as a form of interactive learning allows 

students to have a large influence on the agenda of the classroom, because it 

allows them to freely express their thoughts and feelings. 

3) Conversation with Learners  

Classroom conversation is a form of classroom interaction in which 

students in the class discuss a given topic. The conversation may be held across 

the whole class or in smaller groups.         

           Conversation is an important form of classroom interaction because it helps 

students develop their language skills. In a conversation, students may apply the 

skills and knowledge they have acquired in the class, making classroom 

conversation a practical form of interaction. 
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e.  Classroom Conversation       

  As for Indonesian students who learn English as a foreign language, 

classroom is a primary place where they are frequently exposed and encouraged to 

speak in the foreign language either with their classmates or teachers. The kind of 

language used by the teacher and students to interact one another in the classroom 

is called Classroom Discourse or Classroom Conversation.     

  Classroom conversation as for some language practitioners is deemed as a 

special variety of language used by teachers or students in their interactions. This 

is due to its own specific features with other varieties do not share. This restricted 

physical context, special participants as well as he goal of interactions have made 

classroom conversation shape its own special style.      

  According to Richards (1992), in trying to communicate with learners, 

teachers often simplify their speech, giving it many of the characteristics of 

foreigner talk and other simplify styles of speech addressed to language learners. 

  Xiao-Yan (2006) stated that teachers and students commonly interact 

when the teachers are conducting instructions, cultivating their intellectual ability 

and managing classroom activities by using foreign language to promote their 

communication with the students. In this case, teachers and students interactions 

are limited by time and space because both parties simply involve in 

communication in the classroom when the teachers are teaching the students. 

   According to Kaharuddin (2017:41), teachers and students commonly use 

the foreign language to practice and to develop their communication skill in the 

foreign language in which teachers speak more than the students (limited right to 
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speak). He also stated that teachers and students communicate due to teaching and 

learning interests, but not to naturally interact due to their social interests. For the 

reason, teachers always ask questions that the answers they already know and 

students’ language will frequently be evaluated by the teachers.    

  Apart from the features are positive or negative, for many learners of 

English, classroom is generally regarded as their first place where they can learn 

and practice English. Even, Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) show that it is a 

convenient place to start learning and practicing English. Nevertheless, we need to 

realize that it is not the real word for conversations. There is still another real 

context outside the classrooms that is the real world where the  students will have 

to talk in a natural and unrestricted context. Kaharuddin (2017:41) stated that 

conducting discourse analysis for classroom conversations is still very important 

and beneficial for three main purposes: 

a. To show its typical characteristics in terms of structures, functions and so  

forth, which have made it different from casual conversation. 

b.   To encourage the students to know and to use the characteristics when they  

       are in the classroom settings and want to involve in conversations. 

McCarthy (1991) also conveyed that the function of conducting discourse 

analysis in classroom conversation is to see what goes on in the classroom 

conversation and to evaluate the end products of our teaching and our students. 

Once we understand the concept of classroom conversation, we further 

need to know the process of analyzing the discourse of classroom conversation 
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that has been done by the linguists earlier, what approach they used and what the 

implications of the results of the analysis on the teaching and learning languages. 

Richards and Smidt (1992) stated that in analyzing classroom discourse, 

the linguists mainly focus on investigating sentence cohesion, turn taking, the 

relationship between sentences, speech moves, and speech acts. In 1975 for 

example, Sinclair and Coulthard analyzed classroom spoken discourse by using 

speech act approach. According to Al-Garawi (2005), a classroom conversation is 

a speech situation which consists of one or more speech events with different 

functions such as co-missives, declaratives, directives, expressive and 

representatives. Sinclair and Coulthard found a pattern called IRF sequence from 

analyzing conversations between teachers and students. The pattern shows that 

classroom conversations of native speakers commonly occur by using the 

following sequence:        

 I stands for  Initiation (teacher initiates conversation) 

R stands for  Response (student’s response) 

F stands for Feedback (teacher’s follow up) 

By using an extract from their data, the sequence can be operated in this way : 

T: Now then… I have got some things here, too.        Initation 

 Hands up. What is it ?        

R: Saw        Response  

T:  It is a saw, yes this is a saw.      Feedback 

When the extract above analyzed by using speech act approach, we will find out 

the different functions in the conversation.   
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Initation                      

T: Now then… I have got some things here, too    

 Hands up. What is it ?  

Analysis                    

The teacher initiates the conversation by saying Now then… and ends the 

initiation by asking a question about something what is it ?. This means that the 

initiation brings function of asking. So, the initiations function as ask.   

Response                      

T: Saw                                                   

Analysis                    

A student then answers the question by saying: saw . So, the response functions 

as answer. 

Feedback 

T: It is a saw, yes it is a saw.                         

Analysis                  

The teacher acknowledges the answer by saying: It is a saw, and comment on it 

by saying: Yes, it is a saw. So, the feedback functions as comment. 

From the analysis, we could then label the functions of the sequence of classroom 

conversation in the following way:      

 Discourse Sequence         Function 

     1.  T: Initiation     Ask                  

     2.  R:  Response    Answer                                           

     3.  T:  Feedback    Comment 
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 Kaharuddin (2017:41) stated that the discourse sequence and functions as 

indicate above may not only be viewed as the result of analyzing the classroom 

discourse, but they should also be seen as cultural information which is very 

useful for non native teacher to be taken into account when teaching English 

native students in the classroom.  For example: Indonesian teacher who is on 

charge teaching Bahasa Indonesia for Australian students may adopt the discourse 

sequence and function when teaching the students for cultural adaptation in 

teaching. Thus, the teacher starts his/her lesson with initiation functioned as ask, 

Then, allow his/her students to respond functioned as answer. Finally give 

feedback which is functioned as comment. The cultural adaptation in teaching is 

expected able to make the teacher’s teaching style adaptable to the culture 

commonly exist in the classroom of Australian students.    

 Every exchange must have an initiation which can be addressed by a 

speaker in the form statement, a question, or a command, and it will be responded 

by the speaker’s interlocutor in the form of words and actions. Each response 

from the interlocutor will be followed up by the speaker in the form of a 

confirmation or a gratitude. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

A. Research Method 

  This research used the descriptive qualitative as the method to analyze the 

kinds of slip tongue that was produced by the students at the second semester of 

English Education department. Moreover, it described the contexts causing 

students fall on slips of tongue. Bogdan and Biklen (1982 : 29) stated that in 

descriptive qualitative, the data collected is dominantly in the form of words of 

pictures rather than number with a certain duration.  Generally, the duration of 

qualitative research is long enough because the purpose of the research is to gain 

the intentional research.  In addition Susan Stainback in Sugiyono (2006 : 37) 

stated that there is no way to give easy to how long it takes to conduct a 

qualitative research study. The typical study probably last about a year.  However, 

the actual length or duration depends on the resources, interest, and purposes of 

the researcher. It also depends on the size of the study and how much time the 

researcher puts into the study each day or week. 

B. Research Subject 

  The crucial thing that must be in a research is the subject of research. The 

researchers usually use a technique to determine their research subjects. In this 

research, the researcher used purposive sampling technique to determine the 

subject of this research. According to Sugiyono (2016 : 124), purposive sampling 

is one of the technique of sampling used in a research with the certain 

consideration. The researcher needs to take data from the class which applied 

classroom conversation as the technique in learning.  As a result, the students of 
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English Education department at the second semester at PBI 1.2 were the subject 

of this research.  

C. Research Instrument 

      This research used two instruments; recording and questionnaire. 

1. Recording 

The recording was used by the researcher to analyze the types of the slips 

of tongue made by the students at the second semester of English Education 

department. It was the result of the recording while the researcher collected the 

data. 

2. Questionnaire 

                  Questionnaire was given to all students at the second semester of English 

Education department. This questionnaire model was adopted from Guttman 

model (YES-NO model). It consists of 16 points. The first point until the seventh. 

point contained indicator kinds of slip of the tongue. Furthermore, the eight point 

until the last point consist of the indicator of the influential factors affecting slip 

of the tongue. From the questionnaire, the researcher analyzed both what were the  

most common kinds of Slip of the Tongue experienced by the students and what 

were the common contexts causing Slips of the Tongue when the students 

conducted conversation in the classroom. 

D. Data Collection Procedure 

1. Recording        

 In this first step, the researcher recorded the students who spoke after the 

teacher gave chance. The recording was used by the researcher to analyze the 
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types of the slips of tongue made by the students at the second semester of 

English Education department. After the researcher got the recording, the 

recording was listened for some times to get the valid data. Folowing this, the 

researcher would make some notes if slips of tongue were found. Furthermore, the 

researcher determined the kinds of slips of tongue made by the students. 

2.  Giving Questionnaire 

 The following steps were conducted by giving questionnaire to the 

students. The researcher gave the questionnaire to all of the students who were 

present at the day. Following this, the students answered the questionnaire for 15 

minutes. The limited time was given by the researcher. Furthermore, the 

researcher asked the students to submit the questionnaires which were answered. 

The submitted questionnaires were analyzed by the researcher to describe both the 

common types of Slip of the Tongue experienced by the students at the second 

semester of English Education Department and the common influential factors 

affecting slips of tongue in classroom conversation. 

The data were processed by using qualitative analysis technique, proposed 

by Miles Huberman (2014), that consists of some steps, as follows: 

1. Data Condensation 

     Data condensation means summarizing, choosing basic things, focusing on 

important things, looking for themes and patterns, and discarding unnecessary 

data. The data reduction process is carrying out continually to get important notes 

about the data. Thus, the purpose of data reduction is to simplify the data obtained 

during observation. 
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2. Data Presentation 

This step is done by presenting a set of structured information that gives 

possibility to make a conclusion. The reason of doing data presentation is because 

the data obtained during the process of qualitative research usually in narrative 

form, thus the data need to be simplified without reducing its contents. 

3. Conclusion Drawing or Verification 

This is the final step in analyzing the data. The conclusion will be made 

from the data which will have been gained in observation process.  

The following Figure based on Miles Huberman (2014) is the illustration of the 

data analysis technique process. 

 

 

Figure 1 : The Process of Data Analysis Technique 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

 

A. The Analysis of  the Slip of the Tongue Types        

The data were collected from the second semester students’ of English 

Education Department in academic year 2017/2018 of State Islamic University of 

Alauddin Makassar utterances which contained slips of the tongue. The frequency 

of appearance on each kinds of slips of the tongue is presented completely in the 

following table. 

Table 4.1 Kinds of Slip of the Tongue 

NO Kinds of the Slip 

Tongue  

The Number of Slip Tongue  in 

Conversation Parts 

1 Transposition Two 

2 Substitution Six 

3 Ommission Five 

4 Addition One 

5 Anticipation Nothing Found 

6 Perseveration Nothing Found 

 

a. Transposition 

Transposition was, in effect, double shifts, in which two linguistic units 

exchange places. In this analysis, there were 2 transpositions. Below, the 

description of exchange in utterances would be presented in brief explanation. 
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1) T : Ok.. as usual in the last meeting. Before we continue let’s    

Brain storming again. I think there are many words that we have 

learned. Mention one word for each of you. Start from you 

S :  Alvophobia   

In this part of classroom conversation, Student 1 intended to say 

Avlophobia but  she uttered Alvophobia. The letter V and L were exchaged. L must 

be rised first, then V. Thus, the word produced was not Avlophobia but 

Alvophobia. 

2)  T : How do you pronunce this word (procedure) 

 S : Persija ehhhh I mean prosija sir.  

 T : Persija ? hehe OK right prosija. 

      In this section, Student 2 intended to say prosija. However he said Persija. 

The letter R must be the appeared first before vowel word. Accordingly, she did 

not uttered prosija but persija.  

b. Substitution 

Substitutions occurred when one segment was replaced by an intruder. In 

this analysis there were 6 substitutions. In the following list, the data were 

presented in brief explanation. 

1) T :  What was our material in the ninth meeting ?  

S :   Finding meaning from the contest  

T :  Thank you. 

From the above conversation, the Student 4 intended to say context. 

However she said contest. The letter X was changed by S. Consequently, she did 
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not say finding meaning from the context but she said finding meaning from the 

contest. 

2) T :  If there is an report text, sometimes  there is source at the right  

            bottom of the text. Do you understand? 

S :  Sir.. in sorts, we have to write people name ?  

T :  It can be like that.  

Based on the provided conversation above, it shows that the student 

wanted to say source, but she said sorts. Consequently, she didn’t say Sir.. in 

source, we have to write people name ?,but she said Sir.. in sorts, we have to write 

people name. 

3) T :   Any question so far ? 

S  :  Me sir. What is the generic features of the test? 

T  :  Later we will discuss about it. Now just focus on the generic     

            structure. 

       In above conversation, the student intended to say text, however she said 

test. Consequently, she did not say Me sir. What is the generic features of the text, 

but she said  Me sir. What is the generic features of the test. 

4) T :  Ok move to the next text. What is it ? 

S :  Descriptip sir. 

T :  Ok Right. Descriptive text. 

 Based on the above conversation, the student intended to say descriptive, 

but she said descriptip. As a result, he didn’t say descriptive text, but he said  

descriptip text. 
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5) T :  How do you pronunce this word (procedures) 

S :  Persija ehhhh I mean prosija sir. 

Based on the provided conversation above, it shows that the student 

wanted to pronounce procedure as prosija, but she pronunce persija.  

6) T   :  How many text you know ? 

S   :  Five 

T   :  Others ? 

AS:  Sick.sick.sick.six. 

      Based the above conversation, the student intended to say  sick. However 

she said six.The letter X  was changed by CK. Consequently, he did not say six but 

he said  sick. 

c. Ommission         

Ommission is such like leaving something out. Based on the result of the 

data analysis, there were 5 ommissions. In the following list, the data will be 

presented in the brief explanation. 

1)  T   : Okay. Today is the eleventh meeting. You have to do the task from    

         the first meeting until the eleventh meeting. Clear ? 

S    :  Sir.. which one is the ten meeting ?  

       T    :  Stated and unstated question. 

 In above conversation, the student should say tenth, however she said ten. 

Consequently, she did not say Sir.. which one is the tenth meeting ? but she said  

Sir.. which one is the ten meeting ?. 

2)  T :  If there is an report text, sometimes  there is source at the right  

        bottom of the text. Do you understand ? 
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          S  :  Sir.. in sorts, we have to write people name ?  

          T  :  It can be like that.  

 Based on the provided conversation above, it shows that the student should 

say source, but she said sorts.Some words were omitted. Consequently, she didn’t 

say Sir.. in source, we have to write people name ?, but she said Sir.. in sorts, we 

have to write people name. 

3) T  : Any question so far ? 

              S  : There is no sir.  

       T  : Ok now determine the generic structure of the text. 

       S  : Sir, We should determine the kind of the text before determining                       

            the structure? I mean the generic structure. 

  In above conversation, the student intended to say the generic structure, 

however she just said the generic. As a result, she did not say Sir, We should 

determine the kind of the text before determining the generic structure?, but she 

said  Sir, We should determine the kind of the text before determining the 

structure ? 

4)   T   :  Have you finished ? 

       S   :  No yet. 

            Based on the above conversation, the students should say not yet. 

Nevertheless, he just said no yet. The letter of  T  was omitted. 

5)    T :      Any question so far? 

          S :      Me sir! What is the Geric structure..  I mean the Generic    

                         structure of the narrative text? 
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 The provided conversation shows that the student intended to say generic 

structure, however he just said the geric structure eventhough finally he realize 

his mistake.   

d. Addition 

    Addition is adding linguistic material to the certain word which 

pronounced. The result of the data analysis showed that the addition was found 

only in one part conversation. Take a look to the following conversation. 

T :       Have you finished? 

S :       Know. 

         The provided conversation showed that the student intended to say No, but 

she said know. Some letters were added to the word when it was pronounced by 

the student. They are K and W.  

e. Perseveration 

   Perseverations occur when an earlier segment replaces a later item. 

For example: 

- He pulled a tantrum becomes pulled a pantrum 

- John gave the boy a ball becomes John gave the goy a ball. 

From the result of the data analysis Perseveration was not found. 

f.  Anticipation 

 Anticipations occur when a later segment takes the place of an earlier one.  

For example: 

- Take my bike becomes bake my bike 

Based on the result of the data analysis, Anticipation was not found.  
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B. The Influential Factors Affecting Slip of the Tongue 

  Slip of the tongue occurs because there are some factors affecting this 

error. There are four influential factors affecting slip of the tongue. They are 

nervous, less of knowledge habit in speaking and limited time in speaking. Those 

factors were explained simply in the following explanation as the result of data 

analysis from the questionnaires given to the 36 students at the second semester of 

English Education department.  

5. Nervous is an unstable emotional that can affect the activity doing at the time. 

This psychological condition might be the cause of the slip f the tongue. A 

speaker who gets nervous in speaking will experience more slip of the tongue than 

the speaker who are comfortable and enjoyable in speaking. Moreover, when a 

speaker in a nervous condition it will bother their brain to find and to produce the 

right sentence because her/his focus is bothered by her/his psychological 

condition.  

6. Less of knowledge also might be the factor that influences Slip of the tongue. 

Basically, human beings sometimes making mistake because they do not know 

what is the right one. Therefore, the speaker who has more prior knowledge about 

the pronunciation has lower possibility falling in Slip of the Tongue than the 

speaker who does not have prior knowledge about the right pronunciation of the 

word uttered. 

7.   Habit or style in speaking enables the speaker falling on Slip of the Tongue. 

The speaker who speaks fast in their daily life will get more possibility falling in 

slip of the tongue than the speaker who speaks slowly. Sometimes, if a sentence, a 
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phrase and a word uttered very fast, there will be missed letter, missed word or 

phrase in speaking. 

8. The limited time given to the speaker will make them fall in slip of the tongue 

because they always think that the time given will be over. She/he can not focus 

on what is the next point that she must utter. The speaker’s focus in speaking is 

bothered by the given statement about the limitation of the time which has been 

given to her/him.          

 The result of data analysis from the questionnaires given to the 36 students 

shows that there are 30 students ever got nervous when they were speaking. This 

psychological condition allows them fall in slip of the tongue. Consequently,  

there are 32 students who got nervous in speaking  fell in slip of the tongue.   

  Furthermore, 30 students also ever underwent slip of the tongue caused by 

their prior knowledge. They have less knowledge about how to pronounce 

correctly the certain words that they intended to say when they were speaking. 

The more speakers know about how to pronunce a word correctly, the less they 

fell in slip of the tongue.  

  Moreover, there are 27 students agree that speaking habit can affect the 

frequency of  speakers falling in slip of the tongue. If  the speakers’ habit in 

speaking is fluent, they will fall in slip of the tongue more often then the speakers 

who are slow in speaking. 

In addition, there are 32 students who agree that slip of the tongue is also 

affected by the limited time which has been given to them when they speak.The 
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frequency of appearance on each factors of the slip of the tongue presents 

quantitatively in the following table. 

Table 4.2 Influential Factors Affecting Slip of the Tongue 

NO The Factors of Slip of the Tongue  Frequency (Students) 

1 Nervous 32 

2 Less of knowledge 30 

3 Habit in speaking 27 

4 Limited time  32 

  Based on the provided table above, as the result of data analysis from the 

questionnaires given to the 36 students at the second semester of English 

Education department, it can be clearly seen that nervous and limited time given 

in speaking are the most influential factors affecting students falling in slip of the 

tongue.     

The result of the data analysis for this second research problem also was 

supported by the result of data analysis for the first research problem. Hence, the 

following explanations are going to complete the result of data analysis for this 

second research problem.               

a. Transposition 

        Transposition was, in effect, double shifts, in which two linguistic units 

exchange places. In this analysis, there were 2 transpositions. Below, the 

description of exchange in utterances would be presented in brief explanation. 

1) T : Ok.. as usual in the last meeting. Before we continue let’ brainstorming     

           again. I think there are many words that we have learned. Mention one  

           word for each of you. Start from you.  
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            S :   Alvophobia   

      In this part of classroom conversation, the Student  intended to say 

Avlophobia but  she uttered Alvophobia. The letter V and L were exchaged. L must 

be rised first, then V. Thus, the word produced was not Avlophobia but 

Alvophobia. The factor affecting this error was nervous. It can be seen from the 

conversation when the teacher pointed directly to the student to answer his 

question. The student automatically could answer the teacher’s question but he 

fell in slip of the tongue. 

      T : How do you pronunce this word (procedure), You ! 

            S : Persija ehhhh I mean prosija sir.  

            T : Persija ? hehe OK right prosija. 

      In this section, Student 2 intended to say prosija. However he said Persija. 

The letter R must be the appeared first before vowel word. Accordingly, she did 

not uttered prosija but persija.        

  The factor affecting the student fell in slip of the tongue in this part of 

conversation is nervous. It can be seen from the conversation when the teacher 

pointed directly to the student to answer his question. The student automatically 

could answer the teacher’s question but he fell in slip of the tongue. 

b. Substitution                      

  Substitutions occurred when one segment was replaced by an intruder. In 

this analysis there were 6 substitutions. In the following list, the data were 

presented in brief explanation. 

1) T :  What was our material in the ninth meeting ?  
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S :   Finding meaning from the contest  

T :  Thank you. 

From the above conversation, the Student 4 intended to say context. 

However she said contest. The letter X was chaged by S. Consequently, she did 

not say finding meaning from the context but she said finding meaning from the 

contest. 

The factor affecting this error was the speaking habit of the student who 

spoke very fast. Consequently, she pronounced a word uncorrectly. 

2) T : If there is an report text, sometimes  there is source at the  right  

           bottom of the text. Do you understand ? 

S :  Sir.. in sorts, we have to write people name ?  

T :  It can be like that.  

Based on the provided conversation above, it shows that the student 

wanted to say source, but she said sorts. Consequently, she didn’t say Sir.. in 

source, we have to write people name ?,but she said Sir.. in sorts, we have to write 

people name. 

The factor affecting this error is the students’ prior knowledge. She did not 

aware that she utter wrong pronunciation of a word. At the time, the student 

sometimes repeated the mention word with the same mistake in pronunciation. 

3) T  :   Any question so far ?Directly mention the question. 

              S  :  Me sir. What is the generic features of the test ? 

              T  :  Later we will discuss about it. Now just  focus on the generic 

structure. 
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      In above conversation, the student intended to say text, however she said 

test. Consequently, she did not say Me sir. What is the generic features of the text, 

but she said  Me sir. What is the generic features of the test.     

  The factor affecting this error is limited time given to the students. It can 

be seen that from the lecturer’s instruction ‘Directly mention the question’. It 

means that the lecturer did not allow the student to speak too long.  

4) T  :  Ok move to the next text. What is it ? You ! 

           S :  Descriptip sir. 

               T :  Ok Right. Descriptive text. 

 Based on the above conversation, the student intended to say  descriptive, 

but she said descriptip. As a result, he didn’t say descriptive text, but he said  

descriptip text.   

The factor affecting the student fell in slip of the tongue in this part of 

conversation is nervous. It can be seen from the conversation when the teacher 

pointed directly to the student to answer his question. The student automatically 

could answer the teacher’s question but he fell in slip of the tongue              

5)    T :  How do you pronunce this word (procedures) ? You !     

        S  :  Persija ehhhh I mean prosija sir. 

Based on the provided conversation above, it shows that the student 

wanted to pronounce procedure as prosija, but she pronunce persija.  

 The factor affecting the student fell in slip of the tongue in this part of 

conversation is nervous. It can be seen from the conversation when the teacher 
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pointed directly to the student to answer his question. The student automatically 

could answer the teacher’s question but he fell in slip of the tongue.  

6) T      :  How many text you know ? 

            S      :  Five 

            T      :  You ! 

            AS   :  sick. I mean six . 

    Based the above conversation, the student intended to say  sick. However 

she said six.The letter X was changed by CK. Consequently, he did not say six but 

he said sick.                    

   The factor affecting the student fell in slip of the tongue in this part of 

conversation is nervous. It can be seen from the conversation when the teacher 

pointed directly to the student to answer his question. The student automatically 

could answer the teacher’s question but he fell in slip of the tongue. 

c. Ommission         

Ommission is such like leaving something out. Based on the result of the 

data analysis, there were 5 ommissions. In the following list, the data will be 

presented in the brief explanation. 

1) T   : Okay. Today is the eleventh meeting. You have to do the task from the    

          first meeting until the eleventh meeting. Clear ? 

            S   :  Sir.. which one is the ten meeting ?  

            T   :  Stated and unstated question. 

In above conversation, the student should say tenth, however she said ten. 

Consequently, she did not say Sir.. which one is the tenth meeting ? but she said  

Sir.. which one is the ten meeting ? 
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The factor affecting this error is the students’ prior knowledge. She did not 

aware that she uttered wrong pronunciation of a word. At the time, the student 

sometimes repeated the mention word with the same mistake in pronunciation. 

2) T :  If there is an report text, sometimes  there is source at the right  

               bottom of the text. Do you understand ? 

            S :  Sir.. in sorts, we have to write people name ?  

            T  :  It can be like that.              

         Based on the provided conversation above, it shows that the student should 

say source, but she said sorts.Some words were ommitted Consequently, she 

didn’t say Sir.. in source, we have to write people name ?, but she said Sir.. in 

sorts, we have to write people name. 

The factor affecting this error was the speaking habit of the student who 

spoke very fast. Consequently, she pronounced a word incorrectly. 

3) T :  Any question so far ? 

S :  There is no sir.  

T         :  Ok now determine the generic structure of the text. 

S :  Sir, We should determine the kind of the text before        

determining the structure? I mean the generic structure. 

In above conversation, the student intended to say the generic structure, 

however she just said the generic. As a result, she did not say Sir, We should 

determine the kind of the text before determining the generic structure?, but she 

said  Sir, We should determine the kind of the text before determining the 

structure ? 
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4) T :  Have you finished ? 

          S :  No yet. 

        Based on the above conversation, the students should say not yet. 

Nevertheless, he just said no yet. The letter of  T  was omitted.   

 The factor affecting this error was the speaking habit of the student which 

was very fast. Consequently, she pronounced a word incorrectly. She missed one 

letter of the word because he spoke so fast. 

5)    T :  Any question so far? 

            S :  Me sir! What is the Geric structure..  I mean the Generic   

structure of the narrative text? 

 The provided conversation shows that the student intended to say generic 

structure, however she just said the geric structure eventhough finally he realize 

his mistake.   

     The factor affecting this error was the speaking habit of the student which 

was very fast. Consequently, she pronounced a word incorrectly. He missed one 

letter of the word because he spoke so fast. 

d. Addition 

    Addition is adding linguistic material to the certain word which 

pronounced. The result of the data analysis showed that the addition was found 

only in one part convesation. Take a look to the following conversation. 

T: Have you finished ? 

S : Know. 
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     The provided conversation showed that the student intended to say No, but 

she said know. Some letters were added to the word when it was pronounced by 

the student. They are K and W.  

       The factor affecting this error is the students’ prior knowledge. She did not 

aware that she uttered wrong pronunciation of a word. At the time, the student 

sometimes repeated the mention word with the same mistake in pronunciation.  

The frequency of appearance on each factor of the slip of the tongue based 

on the result of data analysis from the first research problem presented 

quantitatively in the table below.         

Table 4.3 Influential Factors Affecting Slip of the Tongue 

NO Factors of Slip of the Tongue Frequency (Tongue Slip) 

1 Nervous Five 

2 Less of knowledge Three 

3 Habit in speaking Four 

4 Limited time  One 

  Based on the provided table above, it is showed that there are five parts of 

slip of the tongue affected by psychological factor called Nervous. Furthermore, 

the factor of Less of knowledge consists occurred in three parts of slip of the 

tongue. Moreover, there are four parts of Slip of the Tongue affected by speaking 

habit factor. Following this, limited time factor occured in one parts of slip of the 

tongue which was listed above.   

  Having been presented the part of research finding and its analysis, the 

researcher would like to present the discussion of the findings which is very 

important to be conducted after the data obtained and analyzed. There are two 
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research problems must be answered in this section. The first problem is “What 

kinds of the tongue slip are found in the students’ utterance when they conduct 

classroom conversation?”. Following this, the second problem is “What is the 

most influential factor affecting students in falling on slip?”. The following 

paragraphs are presented to answer both of the research problems.   

  There are six types of slips of the tongue proposed by Fromkin and Harley  

in this research which consist of anticipation, perseveration, transposition, 

substitution, addition, and omission which has been listed above. However, only 

four of them experienced by the students at the second semester of English 

Education department. They are transposition, substitution, addition, and 

omission. For instance, in transposition the student intended to say Avlophobia but 

the student said Alvophobia. Furthermore, in substitution the researcher found that 

the student wanted to say descriptive, but she said descriptip. Following this in 

addition, it was found that the student wanted to say No, but she said know.  

Moreover in omission, the student intended to say the generic structure, however 

she just said the generic. Finally, based on the result of data analysis from the 

recording and questionnaire, it was concluded that Substitution is dominantly 

occurred than the other types.  Anticipation and perseveration was not found in 

this research.          

  Based on additional result of data analysis, it was proved that nervous is 

the most influential factor affecting the students falling in slip of the tongue. It 

was also supported by the result of data analysis from the questionnaires given to 

36 students at the second semester of  English Education department showing that 
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nervous and limited time given in speaking is the most influential factors affecting 

student falling in slip of the tongue when conducted classroom conversation. 

  The same research was conducted by Claudya (2015) entitled Slips of  

Tongue of News Anchor. The result of the analysis reported that not all of the 

types of slips of tongue are made by the News Anchor in the compilation videos. 

Only six out of eight types of slips of tongue found. The context supported the 

slips are nervous, less of knowledge, habit in speaking and limited time given in 

speaking.  

Claudya conducted her research indirectly through watching TV without 

taking directly the video. Whereas, the researcher prefered to conduct her research 

directly in different use of media to investigate the variety of slip of the tongue 

experienced by the students at the second semester of English Education 

Department. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

A. Conclusion 

 According to the results of analysis which are presented in previous 

chapter, it can be concluded as follows:  

1. The types of Slip of the Tongue found in classroom conversation at the 

second semester of English Education department consist of substitution, 

transposition, deletion and addition. Substitution was dominantly occurred than 

the other types.  

2. It was affected by nervous, less of knowledge, habit in speaking and 

limited time in speaking. Based on the result of data analysis in this research, it 

can be concluded that the most influential factors affecting students at the second 

semester of English Education department falling in slip of the tongue are 

nervous and limited time given in speaking. 

B.   Suggestions 

        Based on the results found in this research, the following suggestions are 

brought forward: 

1. After reading this research, certainly the readers gain more or less 

knowledge and new insights on Slip of the Tongue. Therefore, for the readers of 

this thesis are suggested to be careful and more focus when he or she gives 

information orally to avoid slip of the tongue which may lead misunderstanding. 

2. It is suggested that the next researchers can develop this further research 

because this research is still rarely discussed in language research especially in the 
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field of linguistics, for instance, in terms of determining the object of research. 

The next researchers also are suggested to use the object of research notonly on 

the students of Tarbiyah and Teaching Science faculty, but also in the wider 

environment. 
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Analyzing Slip of the Tongue in classroom 

Conversation at the Second Semester of English 

Education Department 

APPENDIX I 

RESEARCH INSTRUMENT 

  

QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

 

 

Petunjuk: 

• Berilah tanda silang (X) di setiap jawaban yang anda pilih. 

• Harap diisi dengan sebenar-benarnya. 

 

1. Apakah anda pernah mendengar istilah slip of the tongue ? 

A. Ya B. Tidak 

2. Apakah anda tahu bahwa slip of the tongue adalah salah satu kesalahan 

saat speaking? 

A. Ya B. Tidak 

3. Smith ingin mengatakan thanks for the ‘chance’ akan tetapi yang dia 

ucapkan adalah thanks for the ’change’. Pernahkah anda mengalami 

hal tersebut ? 

A. Ya B. Tidak  

4. Ani ingin mengatakan the ‘big’ black bear akan tetapi frase yang dia 

ucapkan adalah the ‘blig’ black bear. Apakah anda pernah mengalami 

hal tersebut (dalam frase lain) ketika sedang speaking ? 

A. Ya B. Tidak 

Name  : 

NIM     : 

Group : 
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5. Hamdan ingin mengatakan bad cat akan tetapi frase yang dia ucapkan 

adalah bad bet. Apakah anda pernah mengalami hal tersebut (dalam 

frase lain) ketika sedang speaking ? 

A. Ya B. Tidak 

6. Jen  ingin mengatakan bad cat akan tetapi frase yang dia ucapkan 

adalah. cad cat. Apakah anda pernah mengalami hal tersebut (dalam 

frase lain) ketika sedang speaking ? 

A. Ya B. Tidak 

7. Mathew  ingin mengatakan bad cat akan tetapi frase yang dia ucapkan 

adalah. cat bad. Apakah anda pernah mengalami hal tersebut (dalam 

frase lain) ketika sedang speaking ? 

A. Ya B. Tidak 

8. Apakah anda pernah nervous saat speaking ? 

A. Ya  B. Tidak 

9. Apakah anda pernah mengulang kata atau frase yang telah anda 

ucapkan saat speaking karena menyadari kesalahan dari kata atau frase 

tersebut  ? 

A. Ya B. Tidak 

10. Apakah anda terkadang terhenti sejenak saat speaking karena lupa 

terjemahan bahasa Inggris dari kata yang ingin diucapkan ? 

A. Ya B. Tidak 

11. Apakah kecepatan berbicara anda saat berbahasa Inggris sama saat 

anda berbahasa Indonesia ? 

A. Ya B. Tidak 

 

12. Apakah anda tipe orang yang punya gaya bicara yang cepat saat 

sedang berbicara ? 

A. Ya B. Tidak 

13. Seseorang yang mengalami slip of the tongue disebabkan karena 

nervous yang ia alami saat speaking.  
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Berdasarkan dari pengalaman pribadi anda, apakah anda setuju dengan 

statement tersebut ? 

A. Ya B. Tidak 

14. John ingin mengatakan thinking out of the box, namun karena dia tipe 

orang yang mempunyai gaya bicara yang cepat akhirnya  yang ia 

ucapkan adalah thinking of the box. Dari contoh tersebut, maka dapat 

disimpulkan bahwa seseorang yang mengalami slip of the tongue 

disebabkan karena gaya bicaranya yang terlalu cepat. Apakah anda 

setuju dengan pertyataan itu ? 

A. Ya B. Tidak 

15. Seseorang yang tidak mempunyai cukup pengetahuan tentang how to 

pronounce a word or phrase correctly, akan mempunyai tingkat 

keseringan yang lebih tinggi dalam mengalami slip of the tongue saat 

speaking.  

Apakah anda setuju dengan statement tersebut ? 

A. Ya B. Tidak 

16. Apakah pengetahuan anda bertambah setelah mengisi questionnaire ini 

? 

A. Ya  B. Tidak 

 

 

☺ Thank You ☺ 
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LIST OF RESPONDENTS 

NO NAME ANNOTATION 

1 Iklimah R1 

2 A. Nur Alam R2 

3 Vina Wulandari R3 

4 Rini Hosrini R4 

5 Verawati R5 

6 Nadila Putri Azizah R6 

7 Dewi Sartika R7 

8 Silaturrahmi R8 

9 Kartini Lammase R9 

10 Nur Halima R10 

11 Shania Salsabila R11 

12 Nurul Parah R12 

13 Ahyani Astri R13 

14 Eka Juanti Rahman R14 

15 Winda Sari Khalid R15 

16 Ulfiatul Tizam R16 

17 Riska R17 

18 Nur Sidiq Dwi Praditya R18 

19 Fahril Rifa’ah R19 

20 Sri Nurnaningsih Ali R20 

21 Icha Nur Fauziah Aries R21 

22 Wahyuningsi R22 

23 Aslindah Syam R23 

24 Riskan Wijayanti R24 

25 Siti Hadiyanti Pratiwi R25 

26 Dian Safitri R26 

27 No Name R27 
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28 Fifi wulandari R28 

29 Subaedah R29 

30 Soraya Khumaira R30 

31 Nurul Fitra R31 

32 Andi Ahmad Shodiq R32 

33 Meidaryanti R33 

34 Rini Suhartiningsih R34 

35 Jumri Raja R35 

36 Muflih Anugrah Salman R36 

 

 Note:  

 R: Respondent 
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APPENDIX II 

TRANSCRIPTION OF CLASSROOM CONVERSATION 

T : Assalamu ‘alaikum warohmatullaahi wabaarokaatuh.  

S : Wa’alaikummussalam warohmatullaahi wa baarokaatuh 

T : Alhamdulillah wasysyukurillah... Praises to Allah SWT. Who has given   

  us chance and help so we can meet and conduct our class today. Well,   

  how are you doing today? 

S1 : I am okay. 

S2 : Very well sir. 

S3 : Just so so sir. 

T : Well.. I think your performance in your inauguration was very wonderful    

  and amazing.  

S4 : Yeeyyy.. Thank you sir. 

T    : Ok.. as usual in the last meeting. Before we continue let’s brainstorming 

again. I      think there are many words that we have learned. Mention one 

word for each of you. Start from you ! 

S1 : Alvophobia (Avlophobia)  
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T : Repeat !   

S1 : I mean Avlophobia a kind of disease, noun !    

T    : Ok, next ! 

S2 : Unity → persatuan, noun 

T    : Good, you ! 

S3  : Defeat → mengalahkan, verb 

T    : Next  

S4  : Talking → membicarakan, verb 

T      : Good, you ! 

S5    : Responsibility → tanggung jawab, noun. 

T      : (Pointed) 

S6    : Unite → mempersatukan, verb 

T      : Next 

S7    : Without → tanpa, preposition 

T      : Next, you ! 

S8    : Recuring → mengulang, verb 
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T      : Ok (pointed) 

S9    : Equated → menyamakan, verb 

T      : Next 

S10  : Symbolic → simbol, adjective 

T      : Ok, next 

S11  : Candle → Lilin, noun. 

T      : Good, next you  

S12  : Different → berbeda, adjetive 

T      : Next 

S13  : Conqurable → dapat dikalahkan, adjective 

T      : Ok 

S14  : Celebration → perayaan, noun 

T      : Good 

S15  : Mistreated → menganiaya, verb 

T       : Next 

S16  : Unknown → tidak dikenal, noun 
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T      : It is not noun. 

S16  : I mean adjective sir. 

T      : Right. Next 

S17  : Incident → peristiwa, noun 

T      : Ok, next 

S18  : Army → tentara, noun 

T      : (Pointed) 

S19  : Responsibility → tanggung jawab, noun 

T      : Good 

S20  : Perhaps → mungkin, adverb 

T       : Next 

S21   : Recuring → terulang, adverb. 

T      : Are you sure it is adverb ? 

S21   : Not really sir. 

T       : Recurring is verb, not adverb. Next 

S22  : Weapons → senjata, noun 
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T      : Next 

S23  : Enemy → musuh, verb 

T      : Mmm are you sure ? 

S23  : Enemy is......... noun sir. 

T      : Yah.. next 

S24  : Married → telah menikah, adjective 

T      : Good, next 

S25  : Fight → perkelahian, noun 

T      : Ok, next 

S26  : Phobia → ketakutan yang berlebihan, noun 

T      :  Next 

S27  : Determintion → kebulatan tekad, noun 

T       : (Pointed) 

S28   :  Know → mengetahui, verb 

T       : Next 

S29   : Song → lagu, noun 
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T        : Next 

S30    : Creativity → kreativitas, noun 

T        : Good, next 

S31    : Unity → persatuan, noun 

T        : Next, you  

S32    : Metal → logam, noun 

T        : Next 

S33    : Nervousness → kegugupan, noun 

T        : Ok 

S34    : Bearded → berjengot, adjective 

T        : Next 

S35    : Faith → kepercayaan, noun 

T        : Ok good 

S36    : Razed → diruntuhkan, verb 

T        : The last one 

S37    : Harvest → memanen, verb. 
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T    : Okay. Today is the eleventh meeting. You have to do the task from the  

             first meeting until the eleventh meeting. Clear ? 

S4  : Sir.. which one is the ten (tenth) meeting ?  

T    : Stated and unstated question.        

   What was our material in the ninth  meeting? 

S4  : Finding meaning from the contest (context). 

T    : Right. Today we are going to learn about the types of text. How many  

             text do you know? Just mention. 

S4  : Five. 

T    : Others. You ! 

MS  : Sick, I mean six sir.  

T     : Ok. There are many kinds of text. Today we are going to learn about  

             descriptive procedure and report text.  

T  : How do you pronunce this word (procedures) ? 

S1 : Persija ehhhh I mean prosija sir.  

T  : Persija ? hehe OK right prosija. 
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T : What comes in your mind when I say Generic structure ? 

S  : In indonesian susunan umum.. 

T  : Ok good we also can say in Indonesian Generic is Pola and structure    

               umum. So generic structure in Indonesian is pola umum.  

              (The teacher explained completely three kinds of the text of them) 

T    : Ok I want to give you paper and then you determine what kind of the text  

             on the paper.  Before we start, any question so far ? 

S      : Me sir. What is the generic features of the test (text) ?  

T : Later we will discuss about it. Now jus focus on the generic structure.  

             Any others ? 

S  : Sir I don’t really understand about the source in report text 

T : If there is an report text, sometimes  there is source at the right bottom of   

  the text. Do you understand ? 

S : Sir.. in Sorts (source), we have to write people name ?  

T : It can be like that. Ok lets start. Share this papers to your friends. 

T  : Any question so far ? 
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S : Me sir ! What is the geric (generic) structure… I mean the generic   

  structure of narrative text ? 

T : Just pay attention to the third point ! any others ? 

S : There is no sir.  

T : Ok now determine the structure..... I mean the generic structure of the        

texts. 

                                               (A few minutes later) 

T : Have you finished ? 

S  : Know (No) 

    (3 few minutes later) 

T : Have you finished ? 

S  : No (Not) Yet. 

                                                  ( 5 minutes later ) 

T  : Finished ? 

S  : Yes sir 

T : Ok let’s see at the first text. What kind of the text ? 

MS : Descriptive text. 
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T : are you sure it is descriptive text ?   

MS : Yes.. 

SS  : Report... 

T : Ok Report text. 

T : Ok move to the next text. What is it ? 

SS : Descriptip (Descriptive) sir. 

T : Ok Right. Descriptive text. 

              (Ask the students to check and mention their score)  

T : Ladies and gentlement, that’s all for today. See you next meeting.  

S : See you too sir. 
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NOTE TAKING OBSERVATION 

(Aimed to Analyze the Influential Factors of Slip of the Tongue Experienced 

by the Students) 

1. The students repeated the error pronunciation.  

2. The teacher pointed the students directly. 

3. The teacher gave limited time to the students in speaking.. 

4. The students are too fast in speaking. 
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APPENDIX III 

DOCUMENTATION 

 

                        Picture 1 : The teacher started to explain the material 

 

       Picture 2 : The teacher wrote the material on the whiteboard 
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        Picture 3 : The teacher asked the students 

 

           Picture 4 : A student raised her hand to answer the teacher’s question  
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        Picture 5 : The students noted the material 

 

                     Picture 6 : The students really enjoyed the learning process 
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                     Picture 7 : The teacher pointed a student to answer his question 

 

                Picture 8 : A student explained the answer of the teacher’s question 
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                            Picture 9 : The teacher gave assignment to the students 

 

           Picture 10 : The students did the assignment  

 

 


